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Abstract—Machine Learning (ML) has shown its capability to
analyse, classify, and make predictions based on, large data sets,
amongst others by means of decision trees. Network performance
analysis and evaluation, on the other hand, focuses on finding
and expressing qualitative, quantitative and preferably formal
relationships between performance parameters. Due to the poten-
tial complexity of the latter, approximations that highlight main
contributions and their orders of magnitude are of specific inter-
est. Thereby, different parameter sub-spaces may imply different
kinds of dependencies, sensitivities and approximation formulae,
e.g. saturation, asymptotic and disruptive behaviours. Given
such challenges, this work demonstrates the ability of the ML
algorithm M5P to perform performance analytics by identifying
approximations, together the applicable parameter sub-spaces, in
a robust one-strike approach, where the detailed investigation of
the obtained model trees provides valuable insights. We present,
investigate and discuss a set of examples, spanning from impacts
of parameters on user ratings, via modelling of user ratings over
time, to post-analysis of analytically obtained performance results
for approximations and asymptotic behaviour.

Index Terms—Performance evaluation; model tree; approx-
imation formulae; multivariate analysis; stochastic fluid flow
model; Quality of Experience (QoE); Mean Opinion Score
(MOS); user ratings

I. INTRODUCTION

The International Teletraffic Congress (ITC) “witnessed the
evolution of communications and networking: the influence
of computer science on telecommunication”, “documented
this evolution with contemporary measurement studies, per-
formance analyses of new technologies . . . ” and “contributed
to the methodological toolbox of network scientists” [1].
Performance models, expressing mathematical, quantitative
and formal relationships between technical and user-oriented
system parameters, have been playing a major role in this
evolution.

However, as systems and monitoring data grow in com-
plexity and volume, versatile and yet insightful models (such
as the Erlang model for telephony networks) have become in-
creasingly difficult to develop and interpret. Though expressed
by closed formulae, many models presented at [1] require a
high degree of mathematical expertise to be understood, imple-
mented and interpreted, which may hamper their adoption by
less theoretically oriented networking professionals. Indeed,
approximations that capture contributions by certain key pa-
rameters and related orders of magnitude, which may differ

for various parameter sub-spaces, might be beneficial to many
dimensioning, evaluation, optimisation and even standardisa-
tion tasks at hand. In view of this need, this paper focuses
on a corresponding extension of the “methodological toolbox
of network scientists” [1] by taking advantage of Machine
Learning (ML) for producing interpretable approximations,
which we henceforth call performance analytics.

Indeed, we observe a strong trend to apply Artifical In-
telligence (AI) and ML in the area of increasingly complex
communication networks and their operations [2], [3], [4],
Big data analytics – mining and analysing huge amounts
of monitoring data – is a key enabler, and is divided into
descriptive, predictive and optimization analytics [5]. While
the latter two types focus on the discovery of conditions to act
upon and making efficient (and preferably optimal) decisions
at the right time, descriptive analytics addresses past data
patterns and probability analysis, with powerful data mining,
classification and ML tools at hand. Our adopted notion perfor-
mance analytics – not to be confused with “high performance
analytics” [5], [6], classifying analytics performance as such –
establishes the link between (classical) performance modeling,
analysis and evaluation on one side, and ML tools of benefit
for performance studies on the other side. Regarding the latter,
we will focus on the specific ML algorithm “M5P” [7], [8] as
an analytics tool providing trees of approximative models on
the other side.

The contribution of this paper consists in demonstrating the
ability of the ML algorithm M5P to perform performance
analytics by identifying approximative performance models,
together the applicable parameter sub-spaces, in a robust
one-strike approach. Thereby, the detailed investigation of
the M5P-generated model trees provides valuable insights on
dependencies between performance parameters in different
parts of the underlying parameter space. We analyse (a) user
ratings from the Quality of Experience (QoE) domain from
earlier work [9], [10], and (b) performance results from an
analytical model in order to reveal the algorithm’s capabilities
to discover (verifiable) asymptotic behaviours and their un-
derlying parameter sub-spaces, in both uni- and multivariate
settings, where the idea to evaluate the algoritm against known
cases dates back to [7]. Rather than advancing the areas
of performance evaluation or that of ML classification and
prediction performance as such, we combine both of them



in order to enhance the “methodological toolbox of network
scientists” [1].

Section II provides a short introduction to machine learning
in the context of performance evaluation, including related
work. Section III focuses on the description, notation, gen-
eration and validation of model trees in the context of the task
at hand. Section IV reviews recently obtained performance
analytics results in the area user QoE ratings. Section V
investigates the ability of M5P to track numeric performance
results with focus on asymptotic behaviour, and Section VI
demonstrates its applicability to multivariate settings. Sec-
tion VII concludes and provides an outlook to future work.

II. MACHINE LEARNING AND PERFORMANCE
EVALUATION

Performance and its evaluation in the area of ML typically
addresses high-performance and real-time analytics [5], [6],
focusing on the capabilities of the algorithms themselves. In
the application area of network-related performance evalua-
tion, ML algorithms have amongst others been used for data
mining and classification [11], [12], [13], quality prediction
and management [9], [14], [15] and tuning of performance
models [16]. In the latter case, deep learning was used to
develop a heuristic for the bounds for deterministic network
calculus. Borchert et al. [14], for instance, compare several
approaches for correlating QoE and technical parameters with
focus on the classification performance. Torres and Liotta [15]
discuss the feasibility of un-/supervised learning methods for
cognitive no-reference video quality models.

However, besides of [9], [10], [17], we are not aware of
any works that explicitly show details of performance models
that are generated by ML. Before discussing them, we provide
a short introduction into various kinds of decision trees that
represent structured regression models that predict the value
of a target based on one or several input variables, thereby
implementing a tree of decisions. Leaves represent class labels,
and nodes or branches represent conjunctions of features that
lead to class labels. Though a commonly used tool in data
mining, decision trees are widely used in ML for classification
purposes [5]. Decision trees are learned during training phases
and evaluated during test phases.

Random Forests (RF) denote a collection of decision trees,
over which averaging is performed in order to reduce the
risk of overfitting [18]. The corresponding algorithm has
amongst other been applied successfully in the area of QoE
modeling. The ITU-T Recommendation P.1203.3 [17] contains
a machine-learned RF model in combination with a traditional
parametric model.

Model trees are specific decision trees with linear regres-
sions at the leaf nodes, instead of constant values as in regres-
sion trees [7]. The M5P algorithm [8] is an extended version
based on the M5 algorithm that was originally developed
by R. Quinlan [7]. They have shown to be able to handle
large data sets with many dimensions and partially missing
data, and have been applied successfully in a range of areas,
e.g. road traffic [19], localisation issues [20], [21] or supply

challenges [22], [23]. In [9], the M5P algorithm demonstrated
its superiority to other ML algorithms while providing insights
into the set of parameters affecting video playout performance.
Our own work [10] revealed the potential of M5P to generate
descriptive analytics of instantaneous QoE over time, which
even allowed for confirming earlier modeling assumptions.
The latter two approaches will be detailed in Sections IV-A
and IV-B.

III. MODEL TREES

This section introduces the description of model trees to be
used in the sequel, discusses the use of the M5P algorithm,
and comments on the validation of the obtained results.

A. Notation

The decision rules that span the model tree define a set
of spaces (in the sense of multi-dimensional intervals) Xi,
stretching from a (usually exclusive) lower bound

~xlo
i = inf{~x ∈ Xi} (1)

to an (inclusive) upper bound

~xup
i = max{~x ∈ Xi} (2)

This notation implies the possibility for several variables,
a.k.a. features, to change within the same sub-space Xi of the
parameter or feature space, over which a set of linear models
is constructed by the M5P algorithm:

yi(~x) = ai +~bTi ~x ∀~x = [x1 . . . xk] ∈ Xi

= ai +

n∑
j=1

bi,j xj (3)

As input, the M5P algorithm needs a matrix with n columns
containing the features xj , and an additional column with the
results y to be modeled. Experience in the context of [10]
has shown that it is highly important to exclude any unwanted
features xj , such as the user ID when the task at hand is to
model Mean Opinion Scores (MOS), in order to prevent the
algorithm of taking them into account.

B. Data Preparation and Transformations

In order to capture different types of effects by parameter
values or by their orders of magnitude, we can extend the
M5P-supported linear approximations through transformations
on abscissae (feature value/order of magnitude) and/or ordinate
(resulting value/order of magnitude) as follows1:
• Logarithmic (order of magnitude w.r.t. base B on abscis-

sae; additive relationship)

yi(~x) = ai +

k∑
j=1

bi,j logB(b(xj)) (4)

1The following expressions apply to any base B. While for some relation-
ships the natural base B = e works best, other contexts may benefit from
relating to the order of magnitude, i.e. B = 10.



• Exponential (order of magnitude w.r.t. base B on ordi-
nate; multiplicative relationship)

logB(yi(~x)) = ai +

k∑
j=1

bi,j xj (5)

yi(~x) = Bai

k∏
j=1

Bbi,j xj (6)

• Power (order of magnitude w.r.t. base B on all axes;
multiplicative relationship)

logB(yi(~x)) = ai +

k∑
j=1

bi,j logB(xj) (7)

yi(~x) = Bai

k∏
j=1

xj
bi,j (8)

The in-data for M5P (features on the abscissae, results to be
approximated on the ordinate) needs to be transformed, and
the results from (3) to (8) need to be interpreted accordingly,
which will be demonstrated in Sections IV to VI.

C. Implementation

We obtain the model tree from applying the Weka [24] M5P
implementation, with the following settings:
• minimal number of instances per leaf = 1
• number of decimal places = 8
• batch size = 100
• all other options (useUnshoothed, unpruned, saveIn-

stances, doNotCheckCapabilities, debug, buildRegres-
sionTree) = false

This M5P implementation uses the whole data set as training
set for constructing the reported model tree, which is natural to
the descriptive analytics problem at hand, for which overfitting
is not an issue. However, for purposes of validation, different
training and test sets may apply, which will be discussed in
the following subsection.

D. Validation

Besides the numbers of instances and rules, as well as the
run time of the algorithm, Weka reports a set of statistics:
• correlation coefficient R
• mean absolute error (MAE)
• root mean square error (RMSE)
• relative absolute error (RAE)
• root relative squared error (RRSE)

With our application in mind, we focus on the squared error
measures (RMSE, RRSE) besides of the correlation coefficient
R.

Above statistics depend on the selected validation method.
For our application, we are facing a set of alternatives.

1) Evaluation on the training set: The statistics relate to the
whole data set, which seems to be a natural choice for
our kind of matching task. However, it does not provide
indications on how the algorithm would perform with
different data sets.

2) Evaluation using a percentage split: The available data
is split into a training set and a test set, e.g. applying a
50:50 ratio.

3) Evaluation using k-fold cross-validation: In this case, the
data is split in k sets. In each of the resulting k cases,
one set serves as test set for the tree constructed using
the remaining k−1 sets. The k sets of statistics are then
averaged in order to obtain a less overfitting-prone view
on the performance of the data set.

The original papers [7], [8] recommend k = 10, which has
also been used by Casas and Wassermann [9]. Thus, 10-fold
cross-validation will be applied in the sequel, if not stated
otherwise. Indeed, the study [10] has revealed rather small
differences between the different validation methods for the
matching task at hand.

IV. ANALYTICS OF MEASUREMENT RESULTS

In this section, two applications of the M5P from the recent
literature in the QoE area are presented and discussed in short.

A. Example 1: Mobile Video QoE Prediction

Casas and Wassermann [9] address ML-based mobile video
QoE prediction. They identified a set of features, out of which
M5P picked the following subset:

1) relative stalling time
2) number of stallings
3) relative initial delay
4) average stalling duration
5) elapsed time since the end of the last stalling event till

the end of the video
6) video frames per second

M5P produced a small model tree, consisting of one decision
regarding the number of stalls (smaller or larger than the
threshold value 1.5) and two corresponding linear models,
cf. (3), with different, unfortunately unspecified coefficients.
Instead, the paper highlights that M5P outperformed the other
ten approaches, amongst others Support Vector Machines
(VM), RF, bagging tree and pace regression.

B. Example 2: Modeling of Instantaneous QoE

Our own predecessor study [10] investigated M5P’s ca-
pability of modeling instantaneous QoE over time, yielding
approximations of Mean Opinion Scores in face of quality
variations over time. To this end, we used the “LIVE Mobile
Stall Video Database II” [25], containing user ratings by 54
subjects and 176 videos with 26 stalling pattern distortions.
Every test video trace consists of continuous time subjective
user ratings per frame of 27 users. The subjects provided 30
opinion scores (OS) per second via a rating device.

For sake of illustration, Figure 1 shows a set of user
ratings (OS) of one particular video, and Figure 2 shows the
corresponding piecewise linear matchings according to (3):

y(x) = ai + bi x ∀x ∈ Xi (9)

where x represents time, in comparison to the (instantaneous)
MOS. Obviously, both are in very good agreement. M5P



Fig. 1: Illustrative example of ratings of video 92 by 27 users,
from [10].

Fig. 2: Piecewise linear instantaneous QoE models, together
with MOS values, in case of video 92, from [10].

actually managed to catch the moments of change, which
are seen from locally extreme values of the bi coefficient in
Table I, with some short delay of about one second [10].

It has to be noted that the exponential transformation (6)
cannot be used straight away, as there are non-vanishing y
offsets. However, [10] shows that, after removal of the offsets,
even the piecewise linear approximations follow exponential

TABLE I: Excerpt of the model tree for video 92, based on
32481 instances, with 13 rules [10].

i xlo
i xup

i ai bi Remark
: : : : : :
2 1.139 s 2.689 s 40.4038 0.0400/s
3 2.689 s 3.284 s 18.3345 8.8662/s First rise
4 3.284 s 6.022 s 39.3054 3.0826/s
: : : : : :
8 28.396 s 29.651 s 103.6067 –1.3667/s
9 29.651 s 29.980 s 737.4112 –22.7949/s First fall

10 29.980 s 31.399 s 224.5945 –5.8006/s
: : : : : :

trends. In case of the first rise, the slope is matched by
exp(−0.31t/s) from t ' 2.7 s on with a correlation coef-
ficient R2 ' 0.93, while the first fall exhibits a slope of
exp(−0.53t/s) from t ' 29.7 s on with a correlation coef-
ficient R2 ' 0.96. Thus, the piecewise linear approximations
allow for further analysis and confirm earlier findings [26].

C. Insights

When modeling data stemming from measurements (in our
case assessment of user ratings of QoE), the M5P has shown
to be able to pick the features of greatest importance [9] and
to provide matching decent matching results, which includes
the identification of suitable intervals as well as corresponding
piecewise linear models, even in view of rather noisy data [10].
Furthermore, the obtained piecewise linear models allow for
further analysis steps [10]. We can conclude that the M5P is
a tool that is well capable of analysing measurement results
for dependencies and parameter sub-spaces in a one-strike
approach.

V. ANALYTICS OF PERFORMANCE RESULTS

We are now turning towards the analytics of results provided
by a performance model, in the sense of understanding trends
and asymptotic behaviours. We will examine the correspond-
ing capabilities of M5P, both in a univariate (in this section)
and a multivariate scenario (in Section V).

To this end, we use results from an analytic performance
model, as reference values are available (cf. the approach in
[7]). We provide details such that the underlying results can
be re-generated in a straightforward manner for validation
purposes. While describing the model in the next subsection,
we have included the underlying performance analysis steps
in the Appendix, in order to facilitate the calculation of any
reference values.

A. Stochastic Fluid Flow Model

We assume a queuing system with a constant inflow (e.g.
video) and a variable channel rate that is typical for wireless
systems. Once the sender-side buffer fills up, data is lost and
cannot be displayed at the receiver side, which in case of video
implies freezing. We furthermore assume that the data flows
in such a voluminous and regular manner that a stochastic
fluid flow model can be used. Using Kendall-like notation, we
describe the system as an RP/ΠIRP/K system:

1) Source with Constant-Rate Process, rate R = r.
2) Channel with variable capacity C = c > r during its on-

phase, and C = 0 during its off phase(s). Its capacity
dynamics are modelled by two independent/superposed
Interrupted Rate Processes (a.k.a. on-off processes):

a) One slow shadowing process with exponential state
durations [27], parameterised by average on time
ETon,1 and average off time EToff,1.

b) One fast automatic repeat request (ARQ) pro-
cess with exponential state durations [28], parame-
terised by average on time ETon,2 and average off
time EToff,2.



TABLE II: Feature and parameter list for the RP/ΠIRP/K
system

Feature Parameter Min. Max. Step Note
x1 ETon,1 1min
x2 EToff,1 60ms Shadowing
x3 ETon,2 1ms
x4 EToff,2 1ms ARQ
x5 k 0 ms 240 ms 1 ms 241 values
y PL as calculated

TABLE III: Application of M5P to the RP/ΠIRP/K system
with different underlying transformations

Type xi y Instances Rules R RMSE RRSE
linear lin lin 241 3 0.2721 0.0335 95.6 %
exp. lin log10 241 4 0.9611 0.1823 23.1 %
log. log10 lin 240 3 0.6508 0.0104 76.9 %

power log10 log10 240 11 0.9907 0.083 13.5 %

The rates of these server-side processes multiply (“Π”)
each other [29] in the way that only if both IRPs are
in the corresponding on phase, the channel is available
(C = c). As soon as one of the sub-IRPs is off, the
channel is unavailable (C = 0), which entails buffering
at the sender side.

3) Buffer of limited size K, entailing loss in case of
overflow.

Two-state RP/IRP(/K) systems have been addressed before,
a.o. in [30], [31]. Here, we are extending the analysis towards
two processes, yielding four states, in order to be able to in-
vestigate two asymptotes, stemming from different dynamics.

The fluid system scales in both data units and time units,
which means that suitable units can be chosen. We henceforth
use one millisecond (ms) as time unit, and scale the data unit
such that r = 1 data unit/ms. For sake of convenience, we
specify the buffer size in time units:

k =
K

r
(10)

From the fluid flow analysis, which is found in Appendix A
for the four-state RP/ΠIRP/K system and in Appendix B for
the two-state RP/IRP/K system, we obtain the loss probability
PL from to (23) and (30), respectively.

B. Analytics of an RP/ΠIRP/K System

We assume the following parameters as shown in Table II.
Naturally the shadowing process acts on a much slower time
scale than the ARQ process. We assume a capacity of c = 10r.
Due to the chosen ARQ parameters, the effective channel
capacity is upper-bounded to ceff < 5r) We use the four
transformations described in Section III-B with B = 10,
in order to highlight the switch from values to orders of
magnitudes, and to investigate both additive and multiplicative
relationships between parameters as shown in (3), (4), (6) and
(8). This provides us with four datasets in total, to which we
apply the M5P algorithm.

We first compare the overall performance, shown in Ta-
ble III. In the linear case, the model tree is rather small
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Fig. 3: Loss probability versus buffer size.

TABLE IV: Model tree based on an exponential transformation
(5) with B = 10

i klo
i kup

i ai bi

1 0 7.5 -1.8129 -0.1066/ms
2 7.5 25.5 -2.4625 -0.0305/ms
3 25.5 126.5 -2.9316 -0.0078/ms
4 126.5 240 -2.9697 -0.0074/ms

(three rules), and the correlation coefficient is low. In the
exponential case, the tree is slightly larger (four rules), with
a high correlation coefficient and decent error values. In the
logarithmic case (where k = 0 ms has to be excluded), the tree
is of the same size as in the linear case (three rules), however
with a higher correlation and reduced error values. Finally,
in the power case (dito), the tree contains eleven rules and
provides the best correlation and error performance. In this
case, M5P manages to track the curve well, however at the
expense of a rather detailed model tree.

Yet, it is interesting to see the combination of a small
tree with a decent correlation and error performance in the
exponential case (5), which is not surprising when considering
the structure of (19) and the curve in Figure 3. Looking at the
performance data, we can clearly distinguish two asymptotic
behaviours, one in the area of small buffers towards the
ordinate, and the other one for large buffer sizes. From
Figure 3, we can see that the M5P-generated model tree shown
in Table IV has some difficulties to capture the shape of
the sharply bended curve belonging to the original data in
the first two intervals. Still, it indicates a significant decline
of the loss probability (about one order of magnitude per
10 ms) in the first interval, which reflects the dominating, but
quickly decreasing impact of the ARQ. This is followed by
a transition area (interval 2) with intermediate coefficients,
stretching over the sharp bend, and two further approximations
with very similar coefficients (a3 ' a4, b3 ' b4), which
point at asymptotic behaviour with a rather flat decline as
compared to intervals 1 and 2. This latter part is due to the
shadowing that appears seldom –the approximations would



TABLE V: Feature and parameter list for the RP/IRP/K
system modeling the shadowing

Feature Parameter Min. Max. Factor Note
x1 ETon,1 1min
x2 EToff,1 60ms Shadowing
x3 k 0.01 ms 1000 ms 100.1 51 values
y ln(PL) as calculated

hit a non-logarithmic ordinate at 10−2.9316 = 0.00117 and
10−2.9697 = 0.00107 – but has a long after-effect due to the
rather long average off time of 60 ms.

The rather mediocre performance in the first two intervals
can be attributed to a rather sparse data grid. For instance,
increasing the resolution in k by one order of magnitude gives
a much better matching behaviour. Varying k from 0 ms to
120 ms in steps of 0.1 ms yields a rather detailed model tree
with 19 rules, R = 0.9975, RMSE = 0.0468 and RRSE =
9.0 %, which is not shown for sake of brevity.

C. Analytics of the Asymptotes

We now investigate the asymptotes each for itself, i.e.
two RP/IRP/K subsystems. In order to be able to compare
directly with (27), we switch the base of (6) to B = e.

1) Shadowing Subsystem: We start with the subsystem
that is modeling the shadowing behaviour with parameters
according to Table VI. The model tree obtained from M5P
has only one rule:

ln(PL) = −6.9088− 0.0167/ms · k (11)
PL ' 0.001 exp(−0.0167/ms · k) (12)

with R ' 1, RMSE = 0 and RRSE = 0.0009 %, indicating
a close-to-perfect fit. Thereby, the value b1 = −0.0167/ms
matches the non-vanishing (dominant) Eigenvalue zdom,
taking the normalisation (10) with r = 1 data unit/ms into
account.

2) ARQ Subsystem: We now turn our attention towards
the subsystem modeling the ARQ, with parameters according
to Table VI. In this case, the M5P produces three rules, as
shown in Table VII, with R ' 1, RMSE = 0.0388 and a
RRSE = 0.187 %. The second and third rule again point at
the existence of an asymptote from k ' 5.6 ms on towards
larger buffer sizes, with coefficients b2 and b3 close to the
non-vanishing Eigenvalue zdom ' −0.8889/data unit, while
there is a different behaviour seen for the first interval, with a
slightly steeper gradient.

TABLE VI: Feature and parameter list for the RP/IRP/K
system modeling the ARQ

Feature Parameter Min. Max. Factor Note
x1 ETon,2 1ms
x2 EToff,2 1ms ARQ
x3 k 0.01 ms 100 ms 100.1 41 values
y ln(PL) as calculated

TABLE VII: Model tree for the ARQ subsystem, based on the
exponential transformation (5) with B = e

i klo
i kup

i ai bi

1 0.010 5.661 -0.7226 -0.9072/ms
2 5.661 35.717 -0.7818 -0.8882/ms
3 35.717 100.000 -0.7688 -0.8881/ms

D. Insights

From above cases, we can see that, given a sufficient
amount of data and the right kind of transformation employed,
the M5P is able to analyse numerical results for asymptotic
behaviour, including the identification of areas for which
the asymptotic behaviour applies. It is recommended to test
different transformations and resolutions in the feature space,
with both additive and multiplicative spacings of values.

VI. ANALYSIS OF MULTIVARIATE CASES

So far, we have been investigating the dependency of a
single parameter, the buffer size k. Indeed, the M5P algorithm
is not limited to one single dependency. Thus, this subsection,
we study cases in which several parameters are varied. We
confine ourselves to the RP/IRP/K case.

A. Variation of Average On Time and Buffer Size

We revert to the base B = 10 (in order to obtain orders of
magnitude) and vary the parameters as stated in Table VIII.
Based on the corresponding data, the M5P reports the model
tree shown in Table IX, with R = 0.9281, RMSE ' 2.85 and
RRSE ' 37.2 %, i.e. larger errors as seen so far. Looking at
the model tree shown in Table IX, we observe that there is
a certain dependency on the average on time until the buffer
gets about one order of magnitude larger than the average off
time. In case of an even larger buffer, the average on time
looses its influences on both decision and approximation, i.e.
the asymptotic behaviour is purely dominated by the buffer
size (as seen from rule 3).

TABLE VIII: Feature and parameter list for an RP/IRP/K
system with varied average on time and buffer size

Feature Parameter Min. Max. Factor Note
x1 ETon 1 ms 10 s 100.1 41 values
x2 EToff 1ms
x3 k 0.01 ms 100 ms 100.1 41 values
y log10(PL) as calculated 1681 values

TABLE IX: Model tree for varied average on time and buffer
size, based on the exponential transformation (5) with B = 10
(bi,2 = 0)

i Bounds for ETon Bounds for k ai
bi,1

ms−1

bi,3
ms−1

1 ≤ 112.946ms ≤ 11.295ms -0.7221 -0.0168 -0.4233
2 > 112.946ms ≤ 11.295ms -2.5871 -0.0002 -0.4326
3 any > 11.295ms -6.2873 ' 0 -0.2447



TABLE X: Feature and parameter list for an RP/IRP/K system
with varied average off time and buffer size

Feature Parameter Min. Max. Factor Note
x1 ETon 100ms
x2 EToff 1 ms 100 ms 100.1 21 values
x3 k 1 ms 100 ms 100.1 21 values
y log10(PL) as calculated 441 values

B. Variation of Average Off Time and Buffer Size

We assume a constant average on time of 100 ms and the
remaining parameters as shown in Table X. The application
of the M5P results in a model tree with 19 rules, with
R = 0.9767, RMSE ' 0.93 and RRSE ' 22.3 %. The
model tree, which is omitted for sake of brevity, consists of
approximation formulae and the decision rules with both EToff

and k involved, from which no regular behaviour can be seen.

C. Variation of Average On and Off Times

We assume a constant buffer size of 100 ms and the re-
maining parameters as shown in Table XI. The model tree
shown in Table XII, with R = 0.9005, RMSE = 4.1
and RRSE = 43.5 %, consists of four rules, with a similar
matching performance as in the first multivariate case. The
decisions in the tree only depend on the average off time, while
the average on time hardly contributes to the approximations.
Thus, the performance is dominated by the average off time
and its relation to the (constant) buffer size. The smaller the
average off time, the more effect the buffer has, the less the
loss and the steeper the decline becomes.

D. Variation of Average On, Off Time and Buffer Size

Our final example addresses the variation of all three fea-
tures, which is reported in Table XIII. The model tree shown in
Table XIV, with R = 0.954, RMSE ' 1.7 and RRSE ' 30 %,
consists of 74 intervals. When investigating that model tree,
it becomes obvious that quite a lot of neighbouring intervals
share the same coefficients bi,1 and bi,2. This occurs when
rather short average off times coincide with rather large buffer

TABLE XI: Feature and parameter list for an RP/IRP/K
system with varied average on time and average off time

Feature Parameter Min. Max. Factor Note
x1 ETon 100 ms 10 s 100.1 21 values
x2 EToff 1 ms 100 ms 100.1 21 values
x3 k 100ms
y log10(PL) as calculated 441 values

TABLE XII: Model tree for varied average on and off times,
based on the exponential transformation (5) with B = 10
(bi,3 = 0)

i Bounds for EToff ai
bi,1

ms−1

bi,2
ms−1

1 [1ms, 7.126ms] -28.0964 0 3.3202
2 ]7.126ms, 11.295ms] -10.6264 -0.0002 0.4440
3 ]11.295ms, 22.536ms] -7.788 -0.0002 0.1967
4 ]22.536ms, 100ms] -4.0067 -0.0002 0.0361

TABLE XIII: Feature and parameter list for an RP/IRP/K
system with varied average on time, off time and buffer size

Feature Parameter Min. Max. Factor Note
x1 ETon 1 ms 100 ms 100.1 21 values
x2 EToff 1 ms 100 ms 100.1 21 values
x3 k 10 ms 100 ms 100.1 11 values
y log10(PL) as calculated 4851 values

TABLE XIV: Model tree for varied average on and off times
and buffer size, based on the exponential transformation (5)
with B = 10, ai and bi,1 not shown (for sake of brevity)

i int. Bounds for EToff [ms] Bounds for k [ms]
bi,2

ms−1

bi,3
ms−1

3–6 [1, 1.422] ]14.219, 17.901] 3.0003 -0.1337
9–12 [1 1.129] ]17.901, 28.371] 3.3962 -0.2561

13–16 ]1.129, 1.422] ]17.901, 28.371] 3.3962 -0.2374
17–20 [1, 1.422] ]28.371, 35.717] 5.5299 -0.1337
21–24 ]1.422, 1.790] ]17.901, 28.371] 1.8721 -0.1793
27–30 ]1.422, 1.790] ]28.371, 35.717] 2.7299 -0.1033
52–57 ]2.837, 3.572] ]71.264, 100] 1.1246 -0.0762

sizes, which is the typical asymptotic regime of this kind of
system.

E. Insights

From the model trees of the multivariate cases, we observe
that the average off time EToff often appears in conjunction
with the buffer size k, where k/EToff � 1 fosters asymptotic
behaviour. On the other hand, it also clarifies that the aver-
age on time ETon plays a minor role in the corresponding
decisions and approximation formulae. In many cases, that
feature is simply suppressed from the corresponding formulae.
Altogether, the M5P is able to discover and re-confirm earlier
knowledge from the domain of fluid flow on-off scenarios.

Especially when comparably large feature spaces spanning
over several orders of magnitude are to be conquered, mul-
tiplicative spacing are highly recommended. In our work, we
have made good experience with using 10 multiplicative steps
per decade, i.e. a factor of 100.1 ' 1.26.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

In this paper, we have investigated and demonstrated the
capabilities of the M5P Machine Learning algorithm to assist
with the analysis of performance measurement and evaluation
results, which we call performance analytics. Hereby, the M5P
algorithm is able to extract approximation formulae from a set
of features, together with applicable sub-spaces, in a one-strike
approach.

We first reviewed earlier work on analysing user ratings,
which showed the capability of M5P to pick most important
parameters out of a set of candidates on the one hand, and to
follow and average over a noisy data set on the other hand.
The latter included the discovery of points or moments of
change from which on the approximation formula changes to
a significant extent.

We then turned to the post-analysis of performance results
from a fluid flow queuing model, in order to investigate to
which extent M5P is capable of identifying and marking off



underlying trends such as asymptotes. We found that, with a
sufficiently dense data set and upon a suitable transformation
of the original feature space, M5P is able to provide indications
of asymptotic behaviour, including identification of conditions
under which it can be observed and selection of the most
important features in a multivariate space. These indications
are obtained from careful examinations of the model trees,
their structures and related coefficients.

Encouraged by these observations, future work will ad-
dress the application of M5P to data sets stemming from
measurements and simulations (and potentially even from
complex performance models) in order to identify underlying
trends and their areas of applicability, as a new tool in the
“methodological toolbox of network scientists” [1].
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APPENDIX

A. Fluid Flow Analysis of the Four-State System

For the resulting four-state system, we obtain a state space
as follows:

S ∈


s = 1 : Channel on
s = 2 : Channel off (ARQ)
s = 3 : Channel off (Shadowing)
s = 4 : Channel off (ARQ and shadowing)

 (13)

The corresponding drift values ds represent the rates at which
the buffer changes unless the buffer gets full (in case of a
positive drift ds = r when the channel is off) or empty (in
case of a negative drift ds = r − c when the channel is on).
The drift values are arranged in the drift matrix as follows:

D =

 r − c 0 0 0
0 r 0 0
0 0 r 0
0 0 0 r

 (14)

With the transition rates

λi = 1/ETon,i (15)
µi = 1/EToff,i (16)

the generator matrix is obtained as

M =

 −λ1 − λ2 µ2 µ1 0
λ2 −λ1 − µ2 0 µ1

λ1 0 −λ2 − µ1 µ2

0 λ1 λ2 −µ1 − µ2


(17)

The vector of the compound probability distribution ~F (x) of
the buffer content X with components

Fs(x) = Pr{X ≤ x ∧ S = s} (18)

is given by

~F (x) =

3∑
q=0

aq ~ϕq exp(zqx) (19)

where the Eigensystem {zq, ~ϕq} is obtained from

zq D~ϕq = M~ϕq (20)

At this point, we assume that there is no vanishing drift (i.e.
ds 6= 0∀s). The coefficients aq are obtained from the boundary
conditions that the buffer is never full when the channel is on,
i.e.

F1(K) = Pr{S = 1} (21)

and never empty when the channel is off, i.e.

F{2/3/4}(0) = 0 (22)

Finally, the loss probability is obtained as

PL =

4∑
s=2

(Pr{S = s} − Fs(K)) (23)

B. Fluid Flow Analysis of the Two-State System

The two-state system only has one process that governs the
rates of the channel; the state space is given by

S ∈
{

s = 1 : Channel on
s = 2 : Channel off

}
(24)

The drift matrix is obtained as

D =

[
r − c 0
0 r

]
(25)

and the generator matrix as

M =

[
−λ µ
λ −µ

]
(26)

The compound probability distribution ~F (x) is given by

~F (x) =

1∑
q=0

aq ~ϕq exp(zqx) (27)

with the Eigensystem {zq, ~ϕq} similar to (20). The non-
vanishing Eigenvalue is a.k.a. the dominant Eigenvalue zdom.
Again, we assume that there is no vanishing drift (i.e. ds 6=
0 ∀s). The coefficients aq are obtained from the boundary
conditions

F1(K) = Pr{S = 1} (28)
F2(0) = 0 (29)

Finally, the loss probability is obtained as

PL = Pr{S = 2} − F2(K) (30)


